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Spatially oriented towards the sky, these homes utilize light and nature to inspire, 
elevate and connect us with the environment. They are simultaneously uplifting 

and grounded with the wonderous beauty that is the Surfside Community.



Each one of these eight uniquely designed private Beach Home 
by award-winning Rene Gonzalez Architects (RGA) connects 
the outside and inside realms through light: majestic skylights, 
layered varieties of glass in the facade, and a true sense of spatial 
depth. With a focus on the intersection of architecture, physics 
and design, RGA showcases the intricate yet playful ways rays 
of light react to layered architecture as well as the kaleidoscopic 
hues it reveals over time.

Founded in 1997 in Miami, Florida, Rene Gonzalez Architects 
(RGA) believes that a building is inexorably linked to the cultural 
and natural environments that extend well beyond its physical 
footprint. The firms award-winning body of work underlines the 
impactful results that are achived when a connection between 
nature and architecture is forged. Tactile, experiential, and holistic 
in their approach, RGA intentionally blurs traditional lines to create 
active design conversations with a site’s ambient elements. Their 
work is detail-oriented and contemporary, and illustrates Gonzalez’s 
ability to distill the essence of place in both his home state of 
Florida and in the global landscape of contemporary architecture.

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

The Architect

The Vision 
Architecture in Symbiosis with Nature

Early Sketch of Surf Row by Rene Gonzalez



Modern and warm light-filled spaces sensitive to and integrated 
with nature create one-of-a-kind sensorial experiences that delight 
and inspire. Artfully designed interiors feature sophisticated and 
innovative finishes - stunning marbles, french oak woods, and 
the highest quality natural materials applied in dramatic scale. An 
exquisite soft muted light color palette provides an elegant, neutral 
canvas, customizable to reflects each owner’s unique, inimitable 
personality and lifestyle.

From European rift-sawn french oak floors in bedrooms and stunning 
cantilevered stone and glass staircases to spa-inspired master 
bathrooms with freestanding tubs and rain showers, each design 
detail is conceived to create refined comfort and serenity.

Light-filled, Uplifting Interiors




